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[Intro: Machel]
Yeah HD
We send dem out like scudz
Mr Machel 'longside Collie Buddz
De way yuh wine de way yuh wine de way yuh wine wine
wine
De way yuh wine de way yuh wine wine wine
Aye! Ah say yuh blow my mind
Gyal, come mek we wine away
And mek we spend time away
And love our whole lives
Collie, sing fuh dem! 

[Chorus: Collie Buddz]
Come take the time away
When we can go
And dance the night away
Girl I wha yuh know
We need to get away
And just take it slow
Don't care what people say
Come on girl let's go

[Machel]
De way yuh wine gyal mek mih gear up
Drop to de groun' an de whole dance tear up
Fantasize, you an I we go pair up
Jet through de sky, leave high on mih learjet
Tek yuh time an wine gyal
Step do de side lemme see yuh profile
Yuh body givin me de sign gyal
Say yuh wah live it up like girls gone wild
De way yuh wine, seh yuh mek mih bawl out
Anyting yuh want, seh yuh know a goin all out
Stick to de plan, cuh yuh know we cyah fall out
Right by yuh side, anytime dat yuh call out
Say push it up and wine fuh me
Gyal, drop it an have a time fuh me
Aye, so much a' gyal mek a line fuh me
Yo, buh you alone you design fuh me
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[Chorus: Collie Buddz]
Come take the time away
When we can go
And dance the night away
Girl I wha yuh know
We need to get away
And just take it slow
Don't care what people say
Come on girl let's go

[Machel]
Ben it out an wine gyal
Step do de side lemme see yuh profile
Doh stop givin me de sign gyal
You are de one you will be my bride
Cuz anytime ah feelin low (low)
You make me get up and go (go)
When u wine up inna slow mo (mo)
None ah dem cyah do it like yo (yo)
Oh no, she you are de reason
Dat mih seh, fuh de change in de season
Dat mih seh, gyal yuh make de odds even
Dat mih seh, no matter how far say yuh always near
So push it up and wine fuh mih
Gyal, seh do de wuk have a time fuh mih
Yeah, seh mash it up do de grin' fuh mih
Gyal, cuh you alone so divine fuh mih

[Chorus: Collie Buddz (x2)]
Come take the time away
When we can go
And dance the night away
Girl I wha yuh know
We need to get away
And just take it slow
Don't care what people say
Come on girl let's go
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